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Editor’s Introduction

Intimacy studies has, in recent years, become an interesting and extremely productive interdisciplinary site of inquiry in the humanities and social sciences. This issue of *disClosure*, “Thresholds,” has somewhat of a privileged vantage point from which to judge recent developments, simply because some of the canonical texts of intimacy studies have been around long enough for numerous other scholars to comment on these works and redeploy many of the original theories of intimacy.

While positioning itself within intimacy studies, however, “Thresholds” also seeks to expand this mode of intellectual engagement by publishing new works that not only rely on classic theories of intimacy but also challenge them, while incorporating new theories into the overall investigation of intimacy.

When we began this endeavor, we were quite curious to see what submissions we would receive, wondering to what degree intimacy had become a solidified field of study and in what ways this quasi-discipline was still forming, still unaware of itself and the seemingly always expanding implications of its questions and positions. What we have found is that much is still up for grabs in intimacy studies and that, while certain texts do indeed find their ways into countless bibliographies, there is certainly little in this discipline that produces an overarching theory or pretends to set an unimpeachable agenda. It is clear, however, that intimacy studies has at its center people, individuals and groups, who are both enlivened and troubled by their quests for and rejections of love, sex, friendship, family, and community. Intimacy studies thus reveals the complications of these interconnections by highlighting the agents of intimacy and the intersubjective dynamics of our relations to one another.

We have chosen “Thresholds” as the issue title for a number of reasons. The obvious connotation is of newlyweds’ crossing into their first matrimonial dwelling. More than this, however, thresholds are the spaces through which the boundaries that accompany any individual or collective pursuit or negotiation of intimacy can be traversed. Thresholds are also limits—limits we may choose never to cross and limits from which there may be no return; these are limits that intimacy bespeaks and tests at all times. In intimacy, then, the idea of thresholds points up that we are, in many ways, simultaneously solitary, dyadic, and collective beings, always on the verge
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of new possibilities of friendship, love, and community, and yet inevitably facing circumstances that would jeopardize these moments.

It is our hope that “Thresholds” provides a thorough sense of the exciting depth and breadth intimacy studies has come to offer as a mode of social theory. With these new possibilities of social-theoretical engagement in mind, I welcome you to “Thresholds,” the fifteenth issue of *disClosure: A Journal of Social Theory*.
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